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The growing proliferation of virtual

reality, emergence of telemedicine

coupled with higher proliferation of the e-

commerce industry

VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA,

CANADA, September 14, 2022

/EINPresswire.com/ -- The latest

market intelligence report, titled

‘Global Digital Scent Technologies

Market’, is intended to provide the

target audience with the necessary

information about the global Digital

Scent Technologies industry. The

report comprises a detailed analysis of the vital elements of the Digital Scent Technologies

market, including key drivers, constraints, opportunities, limitations, threats, and micro- and

macro-economic factors. The report carefully investigates the present market scenario and the

fundamental growth prospects. The report entails an organized database of the Digital Scent

Technologies market dynamics that helps market analysts estimate the global market growth

rate over the projected timeline. Therefore, the report, published by Emergen Research, is a

detail-oriented compilation of the crucial aspects of the Digital Scent Technologies market,

including the key players’ product offerings, the wide application range of these products, the

major market segments, leading market contenders, their company profiles, pricing strategies,

production capacities, revenue generation schemes, technological advancements, and many

others.

 The Global Digital Scent Technologies Market is projected to reach USD 4.04 billion in 2027. The

key factors influencing the market include increasing demand for the electronic smell sensing

technologies, growing emergence of the digital market strategies for the products that include

flavor & fragrance, rising penetration for the e-commerce shopping, and higher proliferation for

the telemedicine or online healthcare services, and non-invasive healthcare techniques.

Inclusion of sense of smell is expected to create enormous possibilities of use cases in various

end-use verticals especially, marketing, entertainment, and healthcare sectors.
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Virtual reality & augmented reality are some area of high development which is expected to

create a plethora of new use cases for digital sensing as the demand for the smell sensing

technology apart from existing virtual & augmented audio visual is magnificently being

heightened for a higher immersive experience.

The global market landscape of Digital Scent Technologies is expected to remain in a very

competitive and quite consolidated landscape consisting of a number of both the small start-

ups, medium and large players. During the projected era, increasing demand for technological

development and higher diversification in offered products ensure enormous potential for

innovative players.

Get Sample with Latest Trends and Future Advancements at

https://www.emergenresearch.com/request-sample/141

The report contains unbiased industry expert opinions on the current market scenario, past

market performance, production & consumption rates, demand & supply ratio, and revenue

generation forecasts over the estimated period. The key players’ financial positions, along with

their gross profits, sales volumes, sales revenue, manufacturing costs, and other financial ratios,

have been accurately gauged in the report. Furthermore, several analytical tools like investment

assessment, SWOT analysis, and Porter’s Five Forces Analysis have been implemented by our

analysts’ team to evaluate the production and distribution capacities of the Digital Scent

Technologies market players.

Leading companies profiled in the report:

Scent Sciences Corporation, Electronics Sensor Technology, The eNose Company, ScentSational

Technologies LLC, AIRSENSE Analytics GmbH, Scentcom Ltd., Smiths Detection Inc., and ams AG,

among others.

Segmental Analysis

The global Digital Scent Technologies market is broadly segmented on the basis of different

product types, application range, end-use industries, key regions, and an intensely competitive

landscape. This section of the report is solely targeted at readers looking to select the most

appropriate and lucrative segments of the Digital Scent Technologies sector in a strategic

manner. The segmental analysis also helps companies interested in this sector make optimal

business decisions and achieve their desired goals.

For the purpose of this report, Emergen Research has segmented into the global Digital Scent

Technologies Market on the basis of Product Type, Application, Component, and Region:

Product Type Outlook (Revenue: USD Billion; 2017-2027)
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Mobile Phone & Computer

Virtual Reality Devices

Medical Diagnostic Devices

Explosives Detector

Quality Control Product

Others

Application Outlook (Revenue: USD Billion; 2017-2027)

Marketing

Entertainment

Education

Healthcare

Communication

Others

Component Outlook (Revenue: USD Billion; 2017-2027)

Hardware

E-Nose

Polymer Sensor

Piezoelectric Sensor

Mosfet Sensor

Optical Fiber Sensor

Scent Synthesizer

Software

Get access to the full description of the report @ https://www.emergenresearch.com/industry-
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Unfolding the prime factors prompting global market growth:

The study offers an in-depth analysis of the product outlook, which depicts the latest production

growth trends and profit valuation. It further fragments the global Digital Scent Technologies

market into a broad product spectrum.

The study covers essential data related to these products’ application landscape, the demand for

and market share held by each application type, and their growth rate analysis over the

estimated period.

A detailed description of the distribution channels, including distributors, producers, and buyers,

is one of the report’s key market highlights.

Regional Overview:

The global Digital Scent Technologies market has been categorized on the basis of key

geographical regions into North America, Asia Pacific, Europe, Latin America, and Middle East &

Africa. It evaluates the presence of the global Digital Scent Technologies market in the major

regions with regards to market share, market size, revenue contribution, sales network and

distribution channel, and other key elements.

Request a customized copy of report @ https://www.emergenresearch.com/request-for-

customization/141

Global Digital Scent Technologies Market Report – Table of Contents:

Chapter 1 includes the global Digital Scent Technologies market introduction, followed by the

market scope, product offerings, growth opportunities, market risks, driving forces, and others.

Chapter 2 broadly categorizes the Digital Scent Technologies market on the basis of geography,

and determines the sales, revenue, and market shares of each region over the estimated

period.

Chapter 3 elaborates on the competitive outlook of the Digital Scent Technologies market,

focusing on the major manufacturers and vendor landscape.

Chapter 4 exhaustively studies the key manufacturers of the Digital Scent Technologies industry,

along with their anticipated sales and revenue shares.

Chapters 5 includes market segmentation based on product type, application range, and market

players.
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Latest Published Reports by Emergen Research:

cancer imaging systems market https://www.emergenresearch.com/industry-report/cancer-

imaging-systems-market

 anti fingerprint coatings market https://www.emergenresearch.com/industry-report/anti-

fingerprint-coatings-market

drug discovery services market https://www.emergenresearch.com/industry-report/drug-

discovery-services-market

tissue engineering market https://www.emergenresearch.com/industry-report/tissue-

engineering-market

Thank you for reading our report. Please get in touch with us if you have any query regarding the

report or its customization. Our team will ensure the report is best suited to your needs.

About Us:

Emergen Research is a market research and consulting company that provides syndicated

research reports, customized research reports, and consulting services. Our solutions purely

focus on your purpose to locate, target, and analyse consumer behavior shifts across

demographics, across industries, and help clients make smarter business decisions. We offer

market intelligence studies ensuring relevant and fact-based research across multiple industries,

including Healthcare, Touch Points, Chemicals, Types, and Energy. We consistently update our

research offerings to ensure our clients are aware of the latest trends existent in the market.

Emergen Research has a strong base of experienced analysts from varied areas of expertise. Our

industry experience and ability to develop a concrete solution to any research problems provides

our clients with the ability to secure an edge over their respective competitors.
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we have missed, please do bring it to our attention. Your help is welcome. EIN Presswire,

Everyone's Internet News Presswire™, tries to define some of the boundaries that are reasonable

in today's world. Please see our Editorial Guidelines for more information.
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